Firehouse Fortune 2

Firehouse Fortune 2
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

65D
International Gameco, Inc.

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

1980

Top Instant Prize:

$5.00

Payout:

$730.00

Profit:

$260.00

Percent Payback:

73.74%

Total Instant Winners:
Overall Odds of Winning:
Approval Date:

170
1:11.65
January 28, 2014

How to Play

To play, the player would pay $0.50 per ticket and then open the window on the backside to reveal the
symbols or numerals. If the symbols inside the ticket match the winning combinations on the ticket front,
they are a winner. All instant winners have the cashier feature, which is the total winning amount. Pay all
instant winners as tickets are opened and redeemed.

TOTAL WINNERS

PAY OUT
VALUE

10 Winners @ 5.00

$50.00

3 Firefighter helmets

10 Winners @ $1.00

$10.00

3 Ladders

$75.00

3 Fire Hydrants

150 Winners @ $0.50

WINNING COMBINATIONS

Seal Card Image #1 (Closed)

Seal Card Image #2 (Opened)

Seal Card and Holder Instructions

This is a standard seal card game with instant winners, seal winners, and additional “Firehouse” winners.
There are 18 Seal Holders with RED 13’s (numbers 013-1713). All of these Holders will sign up on the
seal card by their holder line. Once the game is completely sold out, the operator will announce the
Firehouse Fortune 2 game is in play, serial number XXXXXX. At that time the Red 13 holder is
determined by opening the Seal Winner tab to reveal one winner. The Red 13 seal winner will receive the
$200 seal winner prize.
In addition, there will be 8 Firehouse Window holder tickets. As the game is sold, the Firehouse window
holders are allowed to choose one of the 12 Firehouse windows on the seal card, each representing a dollar
value of $20, $25, $50, or $100. The Firehouse Window holders win the amount under the window of their
choice. The remaining 4 unopened windows will be opened and the cumulative dollar prize amounts will
be awarded to the seal winner identified under the “Call 911!” tab.

